Relationship Analysis
The Birth Details of first partner:
Name
Date of Birth
Time of Birth
Place of Birth

Abc
dd/mm/yyyy
Hrs.: Min.: Sec.
Xxxxx, yyyyyyyy

The Birth Details of second partner:
Name
Date of Birth
Time of Birth
Place of Birth

Xyz
dd/mm/yyyy
Hrs.: Min.: Sec.
Xxxxx, yyyyyyyy

Birth chart of first partner:

Birth chart of second partner:

:

General Explanation of first partner:
Birth ascendant/ Lagan
Lord of Birth ascendant/ Lagan
Moon Sign
Moon Sign Lord
Nakshatra/ Birth Star
Nakshatra Charan/phase
Nakshatra Lord
General Explanation of second partner:
Birth ascendant/ Lagan
Lord of Birth ascendant/ Lagan
Moon Sign
Moon Sign Lord
Nakshatra/ Birth Star
Nakshatra Charan/phase
Nakshatra Lord

Personality of first partner in General:
The analysis indicates that you are an intelligent person and………….
Personality in second partner in General:
The analysis indicates that she is a sober, sincere, generous person and……………….
The analysis of birth chart of first partner from marital point of view:
The planet representing the house of spouse, marriage and naturally signifying wife
and marital life is well-placed in your birth chart…………………….
The analysis of birth chart of second partner from marital point of view:
The lords of the houses governing spouse, marriage, domestic life, conjugal bliss etc.
and naturally signifying husband are …………………..
The operating sub periods in the birth chart of first partner:
The analysis indicates that presently you are passing through the sub period of Mars
in the main period of Jupiter. This sub period would last till……………..

The operating sub periods in the birth chart of second partner:
At present she is passing through the sub period of Mercury in the main period of
Mars and this sub period would last till……………
The Result of Eight-Fold test:
The proposed alliance has scored 28 points out of 36 points in the Eight-fold test,
which is very good score as far as Eight Fold test is concerned.
Conclusion:
The Eight fold test is indicating a very good score. The presence of Kuja Dosha is
observed in…………………. As a result of which, the proposed alliance does not appear to
be compatible enough for enjoying a peaceful and prosperous marital life.
We wish you best of luck
Astrobuddy team

